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COMMUNICATION

Name Class Date 

✃

Unit 1: Amazing people

Student A
1 Choose three adjectives that describe your 

partner and say why.
brave | charming | creative | laid-back | cool    
easy-going | friendly

2 Your partner will choose three adjectives to 
describe you. Listen and say if you agree or 
disagree and say why. 

3  Take turns to ask your partner these questions 
using the present perfect. Ask for more details 
about each answer using the past simple. Student 
A goes � rst.
Example: plane  (� y) Have you 
ever � own in a plane?  

1 another country  (visit)?
2  famous person  (meet)?
3  hockey  (play)?
4  a train or a plane  (miss)?

4 Look at the picture. Describe what they have just 
done, already done and haven’t done yet. 
sit down at the table | put up decorations 
cut cake | serve cake | � nish cake | wrap presents
eat cupcakes | pour juice | drink juice | serve ice cream   
open presents | play with toys

 Talk together about any experiences you have 
had of giving a party at home or of going to a 
friend’s party. 

Unit 1: Amazing people

Student B
1 Your partner will choose three adjectives to 

describe you. Listen and say if you agree or 
disagree and say why. 

2  Choose three adjectives that describe your 
partner and say why. 
active | cheerful | positive | talented | con� dent    
caring | funny

3  Ask your partner these questions using the 
present perfect. Ask for more details about each 
answer using the past simple. 
Example: plane  (� y) Have you 
ever � own in a plane?  

1 a book in English  (read)?
2  a prize or a medal   (win)?
3  a cake  (make)?
4  a poem or a song  (write)?

4 Look at the picture. Describe what they have just 
done, already done and haven’t done yet. 
buy | cook | boil | put | stir | slice | fry | peel   

vegetables | carrots | spaghe� i | parsnips | potatoes    
parsley | tomatoes | oranges

 Talk together about cooking at home. What 
types of meals have you prepared in the past? 
What meals haven’t you tried to make yet? 


